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Overview 
 
The ebmtrigger1 service allows the client to trigger the sending of an "Event-Based" email. Access 
requires presentation of an authentication cookie obtained by logging in to the CheetahMail API Service 
(see login1 document). Please see the Event Based Mailing (EBM) Overview document for a detailed 
description of Event Based Mailing features. 
 
We have a number of shared EBM servers that send from shared IP addresses. The EBM servers are 
accessed as 'ebm.cheetahmail.com'. If the client has a Private Network Setup for Bulk Mailings, they can 
request a Private Network Setup for EBM. The DNS will be 'trig.client-domain,' where 'client-domain' is 
the domain currently set up for Bulk Private Network. The client can also delegate a domain specifically 
for this purpose. The Private Network includes two IP’s for sending EBM. These are independent from the 
IP’s used to send the Bulk Mail. 
 
Secure certificates that match the client domain are not included. Please ignore the domain mismatch 
warning. The certificate used is always for the ‘ebm.cheetahmail.com’ domain. 
 
 
Request 
 
To request the ebmtrigger1 service, send an HTTPS request (with the cookie obtained from login1 and 
the parameters listed below) to: 
 
Note: The domain name will vary depending on whether the server is shared or dedicated.  
 
For Shared Servers: 
 
https://ebm.cheetahmail.com/ebm/ebmtrigger1 
 
or 
 
For a Private Network EBM: 
 
https://trig.client-domain.com/ebm/ebmtrigger1  
 
Both GET and POST methods are supported. POST is strongly preferred due to the amount of data that 
can be sent.  
 
For illustration purposes, an example using GET is: 
 
For Shared Servers: 
 
https://ebm.cheetahmail.com/ebm/ebmtrigger1?aid=9&email=user@example.com&eid=
56&FNAME=John&LNAME=Doe&TR=Tracking-ID%20%23123-456 
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For a Private Network EBM: 
 
https:// trig.client-
domain.com/ebm/ebmtrigger1?aid=9&email=user@example.com&eid=56&FNAME=John&LNA
ME=Doe&TR=Tracking-ID%20%23123-456  
 
 
Valid Parameters 
 
Required and optional information provided in the API call that tells the application how to load the data 
provided in the file. Parameter names are case-sensitive. The valid parameters are as follows: 
 
Parameters that are all-upper case are made available as %%PARAM%% tags for substitution into 
the email template 
 
email=Required - The email address that will receive this event based mailing. 
 
eid=Required - The event id that is tied to the desired mailing template. The API user must have 
permission to inject events with this id. 
 
aid=Optional - The affiliate id under which the mailing should be executed. If not specified, the affiliate id 
associated with the API user from the authentication cookie is used. 
 
from_address=Optional - The email address this message should come from. If not properly formatted, 
an error will be generated 'err:from_address:illegal'. This can be provided with or without the 
optional from_text parameter. 
 
from_text=Optional - The text part of the From header. If only the from_text is provided, without the 
from_address, the error 'err:from_address:missing' will be returned. 
 
Note: For compliance with Sender-Id, the Sender header will use the from_address information set on the 
Envelope page of the triggered Event Mailing, regardless of the parameters passed in with the 
ebmtrigger1 call. 
 
replyto=Optional - Send with a value of ‘0’ or empty string to remove the Reply-To header from the 
message. This should be used only if bypassing the provided CheetahMail support system. Replies will 
then be directed to the address provided in the From header. In the query string "replyto=0" will result in 
this behavior. "replyto=[email address]" will result in that email address being used in the replyto header. 
No other values will be recognized. 
 
b=Optional - A value of ‘1’ will engage Global Suppression Tool (GST) checking to determine if the 
address specified in the ‘email’ parameter is in on the stoplist; by default no suppression checking is done 
for ebmtrigger requests.  An attempt to trigger a message to an address that is on the stoplist will result in 
the error 'err:email:blocked’.  A value of ‘0’ will leave stoplist checking disabled, but still allow for 
other GST checking via the ‘cb’ parameter. 
 
cb=Optional - A pipe delimited list of client-defined suppression bit indexes for the Global Suppression 
Tool (ranging from 1 to 25) to check.  If the 'cb' parameter is passed, the 'b' parameter must also be 
specified (with a value of 0 or 1). This indicates whether the standard stoplist should be included when 
evaluating suppression for an address. 
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req=Optional - Specify required personalization fields that must be non-empty for success.  Multiple fields 
may be pipe-separated (req=FIELD1|FIELD2) or passed as multiple pairs (req=FIELD1&req=FIELD2).  
Looping dynamic content fields (see below) may only be required explicitly, replacing ‘*’s with appropriate 
values (req=ITEMS.1, NOT req=ITEMS.*).   
 
Alternatively, setting req to '1' specifies that all personalization fields present must be non-empty. In that 
case the following example would generate an 'err:field:missing FNAME' error: 
 
 
For Shared Servers: 
 
This would generate an error because the FNAME value is blank, but the 
parameter is present: 
 
https://ebm.cheetahmail.com/ebm/ebmtrigger1?aid=9&email=user@example.com&eid=
56&req=1&LNAME=Tester&FNAME= 
 
and this would succeed: 
 
https://ebm.cheetahmail.com/ebm/ebmtrigger1?aid=9&email=user@example.com&eid=
56&req=1&LNAME=Tester&FNAME=Test 
 
 
For a Private Network EBM: 
 
This would generate an error because the FNAME value is blank, but the 
parameter is present: 
 
https://trig.client-
domain.com/ebm/ebmtrigger1?aid=9&email=user@example.com&eid=56&req=1&LNAME=Te
ster&FNAME= 
 
and this would succeed: 
 
https://trig.client-
domain.com/ebm/ebmtrigger1?aid=9&email=user@example.com&eid=56&req=1&LNAME=Te
ster&FNAME=Test 
 
log=Optional - A pipe-delimited list of personalization data field names to be logged; by default no logging 
is done by event mailer. A value of ‘1’ can be used to indicate that all fields passed in the request should 
be logged, and a subset of those fields may be excluded from logging by adding a leading exclamation 
point on field names. Thus the following examples are valid invocations: 
 
log=CUST_ID|FNAME|LNAME    or   log=1|!PASSWORD|!SECRET_FIELD 
 
Warnings! 
 
The use of the ‘log’ parameter will result in the storage and display of user personalization information in 
the reporting system, which may be private in nature. 
 
The use of the 'log' parameter requires additional setup to export this information back to the client, which 
will incur additional time and development costs. 
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test=Optional - Send with a value of ‘1’ to allow triggering of an event that is "Not Deployed". For an 
event with currently deployed content, it will send the content that is not yet deployed (for testing). 
 
Note: Any messages sent with this flag set to 1 will not be logged and will not appear in any reports. If a 
request without this flag set is sent to a "Not Deployed" event, the result will be an err:eid:illegal 
response. 
 
 
part=Optional - Defaults to the first event mailing (example: first mailing (0), second mailing (1), etc.). This 
indicates the mailing part to use for the test. This value is seen on the Event Detail screen of the GUI, in 
the left column by the mailing name.   
 
 
HTML=Optional - A specialized instance of a PARAM value (see below). This value indicates the 
preferred content type.  
 
0  Text only 

1  HTML/Text multipart 

2  Rich Text/Text multipart 

 
 
PARAM=The value of any upper case parameter is made available for substitution into the email in place 
of a tag consisting of two percentage signs, the parameter name, and two percentage signs. Thus, for 
PARAM, the tag would be '%%PARAM%%'. Upper case parameters are parameters starting with A-Z or 
'_', followed by any number of characters A-Z, 0-9, or underscore ('_'). Values are URL-decoded before 
substitution. Tags referring to parameters not supplied in the API call are replaced with an empty string. 
Three upper-case parameters are supplied in the above example: FNAME, LNAME, and TR. If the tag 
%%FNAME%% is used in the message, it is replaced with 'John'. %%LNAME%% is replaced with 'Doe' 
and %%TR%% is replaced with 'Tracking-ID #123-456'. 
 
Note: The URL-decoding for the TR parameter, which is required due to the embedded space. There is 
no size limit to values (e.g. entire order tables could be URL-encoded and supplied). 

 
There is no versioning of the parameters for the three different types of email creative (text, html, rich 
text/aol). If variable content needs to be formatted differently depending on creative, the API call should 
supply the different versions with different parameter names. In addition, the mailing should be set up to 
use version-appropriate tags. The parameters 'T', 'TRACK', and 'EMAIL' are reserved for internal use. 
 
The API is error-tolerant for PARAM names. If a PARAM is supplied that does not exist in the template, it 
will be silently ignored. Be careful to proofread all names to make sure they are not lost because of a 
spelling error. 
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Looping and Nested Dynamic Content Tags 
 
Since Event Based Mailings do not rely on database fields, there can be a variable number of parameter 
names passed for each ebmtrigger1 call. This can be useful when sending confirmations of purchases, 
since there can be any number of items with the same display pattern. To display an order confirmation 
with a variable number of items, use a looping dynamic content tag. If necessary, you may nest dynamic 
content tags up to four levels. 
 
You can set up Event Mailing content with a reference to the dynamic content tag that will handle the 
looping. An example of Text content for an Event Mailing is shown below: 
 
Dear %%FNAME%%, 
 
Thank you for your recent purchase.  
Your confirmation # is: %%CONF_NUM%% 
 
You ordered %%NUM_ITEMS%% items: 
%%d_items[ITEMS.*]%% 
 
Please contact Customer Support 24/7 at 1-800-999-9999 if you need 
assistance. 
 
The looping dynamic content tag in the example is: d_items. The value in the brackets [ITEMS.*] 
references the basename of parameters in the ebmtrigger1 call.  
 
Sample ebmtrigger1 call (The carriage returns are provided for readability): 
 
For Shared Servers: 
 
https://ebm.cheetahmail.com/ebm/ebmtrigger1? 
email=test@domain.net&eid=123& 
NUM_ITEMS=3&FNAME=Jen&CONF_NUM=987656& 
ITEMS.1=1& 
ITEMS.1.NAME=camera&ITEMS.1.PRICE=350& 
ITEMS.2=1& 
ITEMS.2.NAME=memorystick&ITEMS.2.PRICE=100& 
ITEMS.3=1& 
ITEMS.3.NAME=camera%20bag&ITEMS.3.PRICE=50 
 
 
For a Private Network EBM: 
 
https://trig.client-domain.com/ebm/ebmtrigger1? 
email=test@domain.net&eid=123& 
NUM_ITEMS=3&FNAME=Jen&CONF_NUM=987656& 
ITEMS.1=1& 
ITEMS.1.NAME=camera&ITEMS.1.PRICE=350& 
ITEMS.2=1& 
ITEMS.2.NAME=memorystick&ITEMS.2.PRICE=100& 
ITEMS.3=1& 
ITEMS.3.NAME=camera%20bag&ITEMS.3.PRICE=50 
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Note: There are three items, so there must be three instances of ITEMS. The first is ITEMS.1, the 
second is ITEMS.2 and the third is ITEMS.3. The non looping parameter NUM_ITEMS is not necessary, 
but is nice to show the client a total count. It is not a looping parameter since it is not indexed. 
 
The top level parameters starting with the basename simply indicate how many times to loop (ITEMS.1, 
ITEMS.2, ITEMS.3, etc). The actual values to display while looping must be sent as additional 
parameters. The text content for the default case of the index-based tag, d_items, could look something 
like this:  
 
%%#.NAME%% - $%%#.PRICE%% 

 
This indicates that for each ITEMS.* a line containing the NAME and PRICE of that item will be placed in 
the content.  
 
Taken all together, sending that ebmtrigger1 call will generate an email to 'test@domain.net' that looks 
like:  
 
Dear Jen, 
 
Thank you for your recent purchase.  
Your confirmation # is: 987656 
 
You ordered 3 items: 
camera - $350 
memorystick - $100 
camera bag - $50 
 
Please contact Customer Support 24/7 at 1-800-999-9999 if you need 
assistance. 
 
 
Response 
 
Upon successful completion of an ebmtrigger1 service request, a reply consisting of a blank line, a line 
'OK', and another blank line is returned. 
 
For example: 
 
HTTP/1.1 200 OK 
Content-Type: text/plain 
Connection: close 
Date: Tue, 19 Aug 2003 17:24:46 GMT 
Server: Apache 
 
OK 
 
[Connection closed] 
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Errors 
 
Error conditions are signaled with a reply containing a line 'err:code:explanation' followed by a blank line, 
where 'code' is the error type, and ':explanation' is an optional detail. Most errors concern parameters 
passed and use the name of the parameter as 'code.' 'err:internal error' is a transient data-independent 
error. All other errors are errors in usage or data, i.e. retrying the data is not advisable and will yield the 
same error. These are also called permanent errors. 
 
Any error not listed here that the system produces, should be reported to an Account Manager 
immediately. 
 
See the API Best Practices document for a full explanation on how to handle error conditions in general. 
 
TEMP = retry request later 
PERM = do not retry request, data is invalid in some way 
CONFIG = do not retry request until configuration issue has been resolved 
 
err:auth   
- TEMP/CONFIG: cookie is expired, missing, or not properly provided by caller (see the login1 
documentation for details). This error should be retried as a temporary error after getting a new valid 
cookie

 

 from login1. If the error persists, it is possible that the API user is not authorized to perform the 
request (CONFIG). This is often the case when dealing with multiple affiliates. Try specifying the event’s 
AID directly in the service call or granting event mailer access in the application to the API user and then 
redeploying the event. 

err:internal error  
- TEMP: a [temporary] internal error occurred. Try again later. 
 
err:email:missing  
- PERM: the required email parameter is missing. 
 
err:email:illegal  
- PERM: the email address is not syntactically valid. 
 
err:email:blocked  
- PERM: blocklist checking is engaged (see ‘b’ parameter) and the target email address is blocked. 
 
err:cb:requires_b  
- PERM: the ‘cb’ parameter has been specified in the request without a matching ‘b’ parameter. 
 
err:eid:illegal  
- PERM/CONFIG: the event id is non-numeric or the API user does not have permission to inject events 
into that mailing. This will occur if the event is "Not Deployed" and the 'test' parameter is not set 
(CONFIG). For live triggers, the event must be deployed. In rare cases, this can be considered TEMP if 
the event was recently deployed and has not yet updated on the EBM server. In production, this error 
should be treated as PERM. 
 
err:eid:missing  
- PERM: the event id is required but was not provided. 
 
err:from_address:missing  
- PERM: the ‘from_text’ parameter was provided, but the ‘from_address’ parameter is missing. 
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err:from_address:illegal  
- PERM: the ‘from’ address is not syntactically valid. 
 
err:reply-to_address:illegal  
- PERM: the ‘reply-to’ address is not syntactically valid. 
 
err:part:illegal  
- PERM: the part specified is not associated with the specified event. It must be numeric and assigned 
through the GUI to the event. 
 
err:field:illegal 
-  PERM: this indicates that the field does not meet the naming requirements for a log parameter. The 
field name can only contain upper case letters (A-Z), numbers (0-9), periods ‘.’ or underscores ‘_’. The 
first character must be an upper case letter and the second character cannot be an underscore. 
 
err:field:missing [FIELD]  
- PERM: a required field specified with the ‘req’ parameter was not provided, or was empty. 
 
err:req:illegal [FIELD] 
- PERM: a field specified with the ‘req’ parameter was not a valid personalization field (containing only 
upper case A-Z, 0-9 and ‘.’). 
 
err:b:illegal 
- PERM: a value for 'b' was specified but it is non-numeric. 
 
err:certify:unavailable 
- PERM/CONFIG: Certified email not configured for this client. Check with Client Account Manager to 
determine if certification can be enabled (CONFIG). 
 
err:certify:invalid 
- PERM: Invalid ‘certify’ value. 
 
err:mtype:invalid 
- PERM: Invalid ‘mtype’ value. 
 
err:post:entity_too_large 
- The client attempted to post more than 1 MB of data to the API. 
 
For example: 
 
HTTP/1.1 200 OK 
Content-Type: text/plain 
Connection: close 
Date: Tue, 19 Aug 2003 17:35:40 GMT 
Server: Apache 
err:email:illegal 
 
[Connection closed] 
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Private Network EBM 
 
The client should only use the Private Network EBM domain if it is setup for their Bulk program and the 
Account Manager has confirmed that the Private Network EBM setup is complete.  
 
Note: The login1 API service call must be made to the same domain as the ebmtrigger1 call to match 
the cookie. 
 
If a client triggers through both the shared network (ebm.cheetahmail.com) and a private network, they 
will need separate cookies (store them in two separate files). 
 
“client-domain” is whatever domain or subdomain the client has delegated to CheetahMail. 
 
“trig” is the standard subdomain for EBM, which makes the Private Network domain: trig.client-
domain. This replaces ‘ebm.cheetahmail.com’ in all of the service calls. 
 
Private Network EBM servers only support the following services: ebmtrigger1, login1, ok1 
 
CheetahMail will set up a Private Network EBM at no charge for clients with a Private Network for Bulk; 
otherwise, the standard charge will apply. 
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